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Thank you for coming…today I will be using evidence from LingPy methods as proposed by Johann-Mattis List et al., specifically within the scope of computer-assisted automatic partial cognate detection, on a case study of the Dogon languages spoken in Central Eastern Mali.



Research Questions
1. How can automatic partial cognate recognition patterns impact phylogeny?
2. How do computational historical methods measure up to traditional ones?
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The larger research questions concerning this study are as follows:How can automatic partial cognate recognition (here we will be focusing on noun class suffixes) patterns impact phylogeny?How do computational historical methods measure up to the traditional comparative method?



Background
Historical timeline

12,000 YBP –
Ounjougou

? 2,000 YBP –
Proto-Dogon

? 14th-16th c. AD –
Dogon

Huysecom et al. (2015) Heath (2015) Mayor et al. (2014)
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The Dogon languages and peoples have been the subject of research across scientific disciplines for over a century, but interdisciplinary investigations have only just begun to emerge. Even though the oldest pottery in sub-Saharan Africa which has been dated to 12,000 YBP was discovered at a site which is today occupied by Dogon-speaking groups, their presence is only attributed to within the previous millennia. Linguistically, this recent of a date is contradictory to what researchers consider the time depth of the group – at least 2,000 years.



Dogon Classification
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The linguistic time depth is reflected in its status as an independent branch – depending on the source – either within or outside of the larger Niger-Congo language phylum that encompasses most of surrounding West Africa. We will return to the internal classification later in this talk.Here, we will consider – and I will challenge – this assertion that the Dogon languages lack (click) ‘noun class systems’ and that their inclusion into NC may be warranted.



Methodology
1. Data collection
2. Data preparation
3. Data analysis
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It is specifically through the use of computer-assisted methodologies and partial cognate detection that I have arrived at the determination of the existence of noun class suffixes throughout the languages under study. Even though many of you may be familiar with these methods, I want to make our use of them explicit for replication purposes.



Overview

I. Data collection (Heath et al. 2015)
II. Comparative lexical spreadsheet (Heath et al. 2015)
III. Multimedia resources available at www.dogonlanguages.org

IV. Lexicostatistical mappings of subgroupings (Prokhorov, Heath & Moran 2012; 
Moran & Prokić 2013; Heath 2015)

V. Preliminary attempts at an internal phylogeny (Hantgan 2019)
VI. Included as part of a larger interdisciplinary investigation of language isolate 

Bangime (Babiker et al. 2020; Hantgan & List 2018; Babiker, Hantgan, & List 
2020)
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Since 2004, Dogon language data were gathered by a team of eight researchers as part of the US National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded Dogon and Bangime Linguistics Project.  Up until 2015, data on more than 21 delineated Dogon languages were collected, including a comparative lexical spreadsheet with more than 7 thousand entries. Lexical, grammatical, and geographic information about the Dogon languages may be found at The Dogon and Bangime Linguistics website (dogonlanguages.org, dogonlanguages).Using a selection of 100 items from afore mentioned comparative lexical spreadsheet including Swadesh and cultural-specific core-vocabulary items plus morphological features prepared specifically for CALC processing including the development of an orthography profile by the authors to handle cross-researcher transcription conventions, a lexicostatistical analysis focusing on rates of mutual intelligibility and internal subgrouping was conducted).These efforts were followed by an interdisciplinary approach with researchers at the MPI Jena incorporating anthropological, archeological, art, and historical evidence that has been gathered from the Dogon-speaking areas over nearly the last century.Finally, this brings us up to date with the current study which draws on Dogon language lexical data as part of its continued efforts to uncover the origins of a language isolate Bangime, whose speakers are completely surrounded by, and self-identify with Dogon peoples and languages. This on-going study examines not only cognates at the lexical root and affixal levels, but also borrowings using two different algorithms and the differences therein.

http://www.dogonlanguages.org/


Tools

• LexStat (List 2014)
• Partial cognate detection (List et al. 2016)
• Regular sound correspondences
• Concepticon (List et al. 2020)
• Edictor visualization (List 2017)
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The set of tools used for this study are as shown here – the LingPy suite was used, specifically the LexStat alogrithim including partial cognate detection based on regular sound correspondences for data analysis. All concepts were linked to those in Concepticon and Edictor was employed for visualization and manual inspection/cognate correction.



Preliminary results



Previous + current

I. Prokhorov, Heath & Moran (2012); Moran & Prokić (2013)
• 21 Dogon languages and upwards of 60 dialects
• Nominal morphology
• Frozen noun class suffixes
• Four geographic quadrants

II. Hantgan & List (2018); Babiker, Hantgan, & List (2020) 
• 38 languages; 348 concepts
• Hand-coded morpheme boundaries
• Partial cognate detection
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Dogon represents a continuum of at least 21 separate languages and upwards of 60 dialects with lowest mutual intelligibility rates as low as 32% and as high as 88%. Based on both lexicostatistical and morphological data, the authors divided the languages into four major groups. Specifically, they focused on nominal morphology in the form of ‘frozen’ noun class suffixes.Our efforts build upon those that came before us, but include additional data from groups surrounding the Dogon in our efforts to find languages that have had contact with language isolate Bangime. Furthermore, as I will illustrate through specific examples, not only did I examine each automatically generated cognate by hand, I also parsed affixes based on my intuitions of the language’s morphology. For verbs, inflectional morphology was excluded, whereas for nouns, both languages described as having productive and ‘frozen’ class suffixes were considered. Thus, for our most recent study, we used the latest instantiation of List et al’s LingPy partial cognate detection workflow which further enhanced our results.



Geographic and phylogenetic subgroups
Lingtypology (Moroz 2020) Splitstree (Huson and D. Bryant 2006)

Toro Tegu

Ampari
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I produced these figures for the afore mentioned studies. The map on the left was created using the Lingtypology package for R using GPS coordinates available at the dogonlanguages.org website. In comparison to the figure on the right, a Neighbor Joining tree with Neighbor Net network created in Splitstree from data prepared for and extracted from the larger Bangime comparative study, we see that the contact signal is quite strong so as to largely show us geographic, rather than deeply genealogical, groupings. In a way, however, this is proof that the methods are effective at illustrating language contact relations at the synchronic level. We will speak more about the diachrony of the system shortly.*It would be great to include in your future plans a character-based phylogenetic analysis. Neighbour-Joining and neighbornets are not taking advantage of all the information you are painstakingly coding* - http://www.ddl.cnrs.fr/annuaires/Index.asp?Langue=EN&Page=Natalia%20CHOUSOU-POLYDOURIThe previously established quadrants are as follows:West (WD): Mombo,  Penange, Ampari, Bunoge East: Toro Tegu, Tomo Kan, Togo Kan, Perge, Jamsay, Donno So, Tommo So, Yorno SoNorth-West (NWD): Ben Tey, Bankan Tey, NangaNorth-East (NED): Najamba-Kindige, Yanda, Tebul, DoguluThe authors were unsure as to where to place Tiranige (click), noting that the language, “shows clear affinities with Western group in nominal morphology” but the lexicon more closely resembled that of the north-eastern group.Again, note that these were not only based on the lexicostatistical methods available at the time (the latest study was in 2015) but also on hand-drawn so-called ‘frozen suffixes’. The diagram shown here only takes full-stem cognates into account, not partial cognates.



Examples
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Before moving on to the results of the partial cognate recognition, however, I want to take a step back in order to show you precisely how we handled the data coding and analysis.



ID Doculect Singular (Plural) COGID COGIDS Singular Suffix BORID
8 BenTey lòòsú-m lòòsú 899 4 5 -m 0
9 BankanTey ǹdòsú-m ǹdòsú 899 4 5 -m 0
10 Nanga lòòsí 899 4 0
11 PergeTegu lòòsú-n 899 4 5 -n 0
20 Bunoge dóóndʒì 899 4 0
26 ToroTegu lòsù-rũ 899 4 21 -rũ 0
18 YandaDom nò nòòzù nòòzù-mù 908 22 4 0
19 BonduSo bèmbàá bèmbà-mbó 901 6 0
22 TiranigeDiga bíímá 901 6 0
23 Penange bììmbà 901 6 0
13 TogoKan jérḭ́ 902 7 5 ~ 0
12 Gourou jérí-n 902 7 5 -n 0
25 Jamsay jérí-n 902 7 5 -n 0
14 YornoSo jér-nɛ́ jérú-m 902 7 10 -nɛ́ 0
16 DogulDom jàrù-wúl 902 7 8 -wúl 0
15 TommoSo jòùndʒì-nɛ́ jòùndʒǔ-m 903 4 10 -nɛ́ 0
21 DonnoSo wòɲdʒù-nɔ́ 903 4 10 -nɔ́ 0
24 Mombo ɡìlà ɡílí 904 13 14 0
17 TebulUre lòɡò-déé lògòdù-mbó 906 4 19 -déé 0

Comparative forms for concept GUEST OR STRANGER
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Using the Concepticon concept ‘Guest or stranger’ for which we have data from 17 of the Dogon languages, we see that in the first step. the entire stem is provided a Cognate ID (click). Then, Cognate ID’s are assigned to the root (click), and then the suffix (click), separately. Note that the results differ between the stem and root cognates. The language expert should, as a final step (click), parse any additional morphemes that were not already present in the input data.



CONCEPT FORM VALUE
GUEST OR STRANGER lògòdé:\\lògòdù-mbó lògò-dé:

HONEY ìdé ì-dé

BIRD àdé à-dé

SHEEP péddè péd-dè

FOAM yúbdá yúb-dá

COTTON cɛ̀mdɛ́ cɛ̀m-dɛ́

SCALE cɛb́dɛ́ cɛb́-dɛ́

MILK ɛḿnɛ́ ɛḿ-nɛ́

DONKEY zàmdílè zàmdí-lè

Frozen suffixes
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That is, where we have the column FORM on the left, we show what the data collector transcribed into his or her wordlist. On the right are decisions that I made to parse the data based on my intuitions. Note that, for the time being as far as I understand it, only singular suffixes are considered for partial cognate recognition. That is, a plural form such as that to the right of the two backslashes in for guest or stranger was not considered in the final analysis.



Visualization
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Bondu So is one Dogon language that has long been recognized as having a true ‘noun class system’ in having productive suffixes on nouns as well as alliterative agreement with adjectives and noun classifiers. We can easily visualize suffixes among nouns in Edictor as shown here. 



Full and partial cognate recognition
ANIMAL

Bondu So Dogul Dom

dúmɛ́-ŋɡó bɛĺɛ̀ɡù

BITTER

ɡàlí-jè ɡállà-ŋ̀

BLOOD

ɡěn-ɡé ɡìŋɛ̀-nɛ́

BODY

ɡòjí-ŋɡé ɡòzòɡó
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The first example is one in which a frozen suffix was parsed as such by the researcher (but not by the original collector) prior to submitting the data for automatic cognate recognition. In this case, the suffixes, but not the roots, were identified as being cognate.In the second example, both suffixes were already parsed in the original source, but only the roots were found to be cognate.The third example represents a bit of a methodological conundrum. Both forms were parsed in the original sources with a root and a suffix, yet neither the root nor the suffixes were found to be cognate. It might be interesting to see, if by parsing them both without suffixes, would the entire stems be considered cognate.The final example is one in which both the root and its suffixes (frozen and parsed) were detected as being cognate. It is assumed that the vocalic changes are attested in the sound correspondences (this can be confirmed using Edictor).



Pre-settlement history



Partial vs Full Cognates
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When we examine the result that are produced between the partial (on the left) and the full (on the right) cognate recognition, we see that one language, Bondu So (click), remains an outlier but in the same location whereas Dogul Dom (click) has actually moved its position entirely. We will speak about this in a moment. Tiranige Diga, however, remains ensconced among the western group and does not pose a problem as it did for the previous authors.Networks are removed here so that we can see that the internal splits among the groups decreases with partial cognate detection; the languages now only show one major split. In terms of the comparison to traditional methods: Heath (2015), splits the Dogon languages along a geographically and genealogical east-west line. He describes eastern Dogon languages, such Ben Tey and Bankan Tey, as simply having a binary animate-inanimate distinction in singular nouns (plural is unmarked), whereas western Dogon languages such as Dogul Dom have been noted for their noun class vestiges. The East-West distinction is more clearly drawn in the diagram that represents the partial cognate analysis. Recall that much of the verbal morphology was excluded from cognate detection but nominal suffixation was included.
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With respect to Dogul Dom, its migrating position makes perfect sense. (Click) the languages are spoken exactly in the middle of the plateau that reaches either side of the cliff range. It is clear how this contact came about. The so-called quadrants are mirroring the past 800 years of intensive contact with immediate neighbors to the exclusion of extensive outside influences. Thus, it is likely that the Dogon languages apparent time-depth is an illusion brought about by their current geographic placement. It seems reasonable to assume that the peoples settled, either in stages or, more likely, in one event – possibly right where Dogul Dom is spoken today - and then spread out to their current locations as the need for security lessened. Furthermore, considering the prevalence of noun class morphology among the languages that was detected through computational historical methods, the group’s disparity from the Niger-Congo language phylum may not be warranted.



Future Research

• Plural marking
• Frozen suffixes
• Agreement on adjectives and numerals
• “Vowel mutation”
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Tebul Ure plural has Animate Plural (AnPl) suffix -mbò ~ -mbɔ̀pédè pédù-mbò 'sheep'àdé àdù-mbó 'bird'
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Dogon and Bangime Linguistics

Thank you!

DEPT. OF LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL EVOLUTION
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For more information, see the following discussion at https://www.academia.edu/s/293fcb9fbb?source=link
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